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ver the past few years, the Council of Chief State School Officers and the National Governors 

Association Center for Best Practices have worked collaboratively with representatives from 
states, content experts, K-12 educators, administrators, and parents to create the Common 
Core State Standards (CCSS), which established clear expectations for student learning 

(www.corestandards.org/). On July 8, 2010, the NH Board ofEducation adopted the CCSS, 
joining approximately 36 other states that already have committed to engage in this new 
initiative. You may wonder how these new standards can coexist with other relatively new 
reform efforts. In this article, we look specifically at how differentiated instruction (DI) 
and Response to Intervention (RTI) are reflected in the conceptual underpinnings of the 
Common Core State Standards. We begin by looking briefly at how the "old" or, in some 
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cases, "current" state standards are (or are not} reflected in 
the CCSS. We then discuss commonalities among the three 
frameworks. 

Many states, including all the New England states, are now in 
the process of transitioning from long-held literacy standards to 
the CCSS, which emphasize reading, writing, listening, speak
ing, and language in English language arts as well as in history/ 
social studies, science, and technical subjects. Over the next 
two to three years, states that have adopted the CCSS will revise 
their current state standards as needed to ensure all students are 
"college and career ready"-that is, they can read, write, speak, 
listen, think critically, use technology, and work collaboratively 
in order to gather knowledge and express themselves effectively 
in all disciplines beyond their K-12 experiences. 

Clearly, funds will be needed for professional development and 
the implementation of the CCSS, but the New England states 
appear to be in fairly good standing, given the rigor of their state 

of the reading and writing connection, huge omissions from the 
No Child Left Behind Act (No Child Left Behind [NCLB] Act of 
2001, 2002). Isolated skills are also deemphasized in the Common 
Core, which states, "[E]ach standard need not be a separate focus 
for instruction, and assessment. Often, several standards can be 
addressed by a single rich task" (p. 5). Although the combination 
of the Reading First and Striving Readers initiatives was to improve 
literacy in the United States, within the curriculum there exists a 
gap between the Put Reading First for grades K-3 and Striving 
Readers, which begins at grade 5. In contrast to the Put Reading 
First and Striving Readers initiatives, the Common Core offers us a 
K-12 developmental continuum based on research, best practices, 
and the premise of high expectations. 

Although the Common Core does offer grade-level standards, 
which set goalposts for student learning, the authors of the CCSS 
intentionally omitted how the states should go about achieving 
these standards. The introduction to Common Core State Standards 
for English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, 

Many states, including all the New England states, are now 
in lhe process of transitioning from long-held literacy standards 

to the CCSS, which emphasize reading, writing, listening, speaking, 
and language in English language arts as well as in history/ 

social studies, science, and technical subjects. 

standards. For the past several years, Vermont, Rhode Island, 
New Hampshire, and Maine have shared common standards and 
the New England Common Assessments Program. According to 
Armando Vilaseca, Vermont's education commissioner, Vermont 
standards are considered to be some of the highest in the nation 
(2010). The situation is similar in Massachusetts, arguably a state 
with some of the strongest English language arts standards in the 
country, according to the State of the State Standards-and the 
Common Core-in2010 (Carmichael, Martino, Porter-Magee, & 
Wilson, 2010). Since many state standards reflect the influence of 
the Reading First initiative and its five core elements of phonemic 
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension, 
attention will have to be given to areas that have been overlooked. 
The CCSS introduced essential elements missing from this initia
tive, most specifically, oral language, the writing process, and the 
integration of literacy across the curriculum, as stated in its full 
title, Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts & 
Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects. 
In essence, it recognizes the importance of both strong oral lan
guage skills in a child's literacy development and the significance 
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Science, and Technical Subjects states, "[T]he Standards set 
grade-level specific standards but do not define the intervention 
methods or materials necessary to support students who are well 
below or well above grade-level expectations" (p. 6). We are left 
to answer the questions, how do we help struggling readers and 
writers meet the Standards and how do we challenge students 
who deserve more? 

Differentiated Instruction and the Common Core 
Standards 

The need to differentiate instruction is clearly evident in the 
CCSS, particularly in the reading foundational skills (K-5), 
which state, "[l]nstruction should be differentiated: good readers 
will need much less practice with these concepts than struggling 
readers will. The point is to teach students what they need to 
learn and not what they already know-to discern when par
ticular children or activities warrant more or less attention" (p. 
15). As Tomlinson (1999) so expertly explained, there are three 
basic approaches to differentiating instruction: through content, 
process, or product. 



Content. A perfect example of differ
entiating by content takes place in a 
guided-reading classroom. Students are 
grouped in instructional-level groups 
and given reading material at their 
level so they can learn and practice 
appropriate strategies and achieve 
optimal learning. 
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ing because the task is too difficult or 
too easy. The "Beginning" organizer in 
Figure 1 helps students draft a descrip
tion of their characters by giving the 
character a name, drawing that character 
in a way that shows his or her personality 
(cranky, stubborn, nervous, surprised, 
etc.), and writing two sentences about 
him or her. Students may use the back of 
their paper to draw the character if they 
prefer. To simplify this graphic organizer 
even more, the teacher could ask the 
student to write some descriptive words 
rather than sentences. This organizer 
provides a great deal of support for the 
student and requires a limited amount 
of writing. 

Process. Not everyone learns in the same 
way or at the same pace. When teachers 
match their students with activities that 
are "just right" each for student, they 
are differentiating through process. 
Differentiated instruction through tiered 
graphic organizers is one intervention 
strategy that can enable teachers to 
support students who are struggling, 
students working "at grade level," and 
high-achieving students. When dif
ferentiating instruction through tiered 
graphic organizers, teachers instruct to 
a common ouicome, which is reflected in 
the graphic organizers, and then assign 
follow-up tasks that enable students to 
respond to reading at their own level 
(Witherell & McMackin, 2009). One 
example shows three different levels of 
tiered graphic organizers for primary
grade students who are learning about 
character development-the "inside" 
(personality and emotions) and "outside" 
(physical appearance and actions) of 
characters. Although these graphic orga-

Differentiated instruction 
through tiered graphic 

organizers is one 
intervention strategy 

that can enable teachers 

Some students won't need this much 
support. For them, the teacher might 
assign the "Developing" organizer, in 
which students are asked to do less 
drawing, more writing, and a higher 
level of cognitive processing. At this 
level, students list three words that 
describe their characters' personality 
and actions that illustrate each word, 
then write four sentences describing 
their characters. 

to support students who 
are struggling, students 
working "at grade level," 

and high-achieving 
students. 

Finally, "Extending" is the most 
complex graphic organizer for the 
primary level. This organizer builds 
upon what was done at the "Beginning" 

nizers would be initiated from a writing 
lesson, the reading and writing connection is obvious. Students 
who can write a character description transfer their knowledge of 
character traits into their reading processes. When considering 
the Common Core anchor standard for writing, this lesson touches 
upon Standard 4, "Produce clear and coherent writing in which 
the development, organization and style are appropriate to task, 
purpose and audience," and Standard 5, "Develop and strengthen 
writing by planning, revising, editing, rewriting or trying a new 
approach." 

You'll notice that the graphic organizers in Figure 1 become more 
complex at each level, therefore challenging students as they grow 
in this skill. As the CCSS suggest, we don't want students to spend 
valuable time completing tasks that don't lead to enhanced learn-

and "Developing" levels. Students at 
this level are challenged to think about adjectives and adverbs 
that could be used to describe their characters' personality or 
actions. 

At all three levels, students are working on character develop
ment, the focus of the lesson(s) that preceded the independent 
work on these graphic organizers. All students taking part in 
these lessons are being exposed to the higher-order thinking 
skills introduced in them and are expected to demonstrate 
their growth at a level that is developmentally appropriate. The 
CCSS uses the metaphor of a "staircase" (n. p. Introduction) 
when defining the systematic increase in text complexity across 
grade levels. This staircase metaphor works equally well for 
tiered graphic organizers. 
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An interesting sidebar to the implementation of tiered graphic 
organizers is the embedded assessment. .Not only do graphic 
organizers enable teachers to monitor progress in the area 
and level being taught, but because the graphic organizers are 
made with increasing complexity, the next step for the students 
is evident. A teacher simply begins offering the more complex 
graphic organizer and the student's skill is once more challenged. 
In this manner, through tiered graphic organizers, we can keep 
students in their zone of proximal development and monitor their 
progress. The ability to differentiate instruction should improve 
as teachers design lessons that align with the standards' cur
riculum continuum. 

Product. We believe graphic organizers are planning tools in 
most cases but, in some instances, they can be a response to 
reading, and therefore the differentiation would be through a 
product. Differentiation by product occurs when students are 
given leveled responses or activities for the same instruction and 
content. For instance, a teacher may differentiate product (i.e., 
how students demonstrate knowledge and understanding) for the 
reading standard for informational text 6-12: "Determine the 
meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, includ
ing figurative, connotative and technical meanings" (National 
Governors Association Center for Best Practices and Council 
of Chief State School Officers, 2010, p. 39). The teacher could 
differentiate through a series ofleveled written responses when 
working with figurative language, perhaps an obscure idiom, 
such as "feet of clay," which means a flaw in a character of 
which most people are not aware. A struggling reader or English 
language learner could draw a literal picture of "feet of clay" 
and write the definition in his or her own words. On the other 
end of the spectrum, a student needing a higher-level challenge 
could write the definition and then apply its meaning by writing 
a paragraph describing a character with "feet of clay" without 
using the term. 

Response to Intervention and the Common Core State 
Standards 
Response to Intervention has been approached in various ways by 
school systems as they implement instruction on the three (some 
say four) tiers in the Response to Intervention model. The goal 
of RTI is to provide "instructional support at increasing levels 
of intensity according to student need" (Howard, 2009, p. 23). 
Tier 1 is sometimes referred to as the "universal" tier because 
classroom teachers in all grades and in all disciplines are expected 
to design curriculum and instruction to meet the diverse needs of 
their students. Teachers in Tier 1 provide high-quality instruction 
for students who need extra support, are achieving successfully 
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at grade level, and need lo be cognitively challenged to achieve 
optimum growth. 

Students who do not demonstrate sufficient growth with Tier 1 
resources may be moved to Tier 2, where additional time and 
intensity of instruction is provided to a small group of students, 
often around targeted skills or strategy work. Classroom teachers 
may collaborate with specialists to support students receiving 
the additional Tier 2 support. 

Tier 3 resources should be available for a small percentage of 
students who have not been successful at Tiers 1 and 2. At this 
tier, students often receive help from a highly qualified specialist 
outside the general education classroom. Students participating 
at Tiers 2 and 3 need to accelerate their growth, so the expecta
tion is that they continue to receive research-based, high-quality, 
classroom-based instruction and additional coordinated targeted 
instruction. At all three tiers, assessment informs instructional 
decisions. 

The goals of RTI are clearly in keeping with the goals of the CCSS. 
In fact, the International Reading Association's Commission on 
Response to Intervention noted that "[it is] productive to think 
of RTI as a comprehensive, systemic approach to teaching and 
learning designed to address language and literacy problems for 
all students through increasingly differentiated and intensified 
language and literacy assessment and instruction" (International 
Reading Association, 2010). In this last sentence, we could 
substitute "CCSS" for "RTI" and still have a statement that 
rings true. Both RTI and CCSS are based on similar constructs 
and goals. 

RTI and CCSS teachers must work together to meet the needs of 
learners. In RTI, classroom teachers are encouraged, and often 
required, to consult with specialists to prepare lessons and design 
instruction, especially for students in their classes who receive 
support at Tier 2 and Tier 3. Similarly, the Common Core State 
Standard§ expect schools to share responsibility for the literacy 
development of their K-12 students. English language arts 
teachers no longer are solely responsible for teaching literacy 
skills and understanding. 

Furthermore, the CCSS are organized around grade-specific 
standards that align with consistent anchor standards across 
grades. Teachers and curriculum designers can readily see 
how each standard translates into end-of-year expectations 
within grades, across grades, and throughout disciplines. This 
continuum may serve as a valuable tool for educators who are 
eager to implement Response to Intervention in their settings. 



They can map out how the same skill or understanding manifests 

itself at adjacent grade levels. 

In conclusion, it appears that differentiated instruction and 

Response to Intervention complement the Common Core State 

Standards. As teachers design lessons that align with the CCSS, 

the crosswalk between differentiated instruction, Response to 

Intervention, and the Standards will likely become increas

ingly evident. Teachers, schools, and districts are now afforded 

opportunities to use several frameworks, including DI, RTI, 

and the CCSS, to ensure that students with diverse learning 

needs-in other words, all students-are recognized, valued, 

and provided with learning experiences that prepare them for 

success in school and beyond. 

Nancy l. Witherell is professor of literacy in the Department of 
Elementary and Childhood Education at Bridgewater State 
University in Bridgewater, Massachusetts. 

Mary C. McMackin is a professor at the School of Education at 
Lesley University in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
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